13:30:39 From Bro. Andrew: hymnary.org
13:31:13 From Stephen Spencer: I have another meeting now. Thanks Christa and Richard. I look forward to watching the archived session.
13:32:30 From John Thompson: Can you explain how the Wikidata project would treat an author with a pseudonym?
13:36:04 From John Thompson: Is there any coordination between MARCedit and Wikidata projects?
13:36:21 From Richard Lammert: In case someone wants to jump in at this time, is the PCC Wikidata Pilot still accepting participants?
13:39:46 From Anna Appleman: Has there been any discussion with the PCC pilot about how to involve NACO funnels, as opposed to individual institutions?
13:46:11 From John Thompson: At Wheaton, what do you think will be the use of your results? Where will the results be mounted?
13:46:53 From Anna Appleman: Thank you everyone, off to another meeting. I will be sharing this with my colleagues.
13:47:25 From John Thompson: yes, thanks
13:52:01 From John Thompson: Thanks, Christa. That was very helpful!
13:54:28 From John Thompson: I have been reading an ALA book, Linked data for the perplexed librarian / Scott Carlson, Cory Lampert, Darnelle Melvin, and Anne Washington, but hearing about this makes it possible to see it in practice.
13:55:50 From John Thompson: We have an archival management project that is just getting started with no existing data. If I had time it would be interesting to start it off using Wikidata instead of some other archival management cataloging system.
13:58:09 From Becky Givens: I have to run, this was great Christa, thanks!
14:05:18 From Christa Strickler: If you want to see an institution with lots of activity, check out Vanderbilt University: https://scholia.toolforge.org/organization/Q29052
14:13:58 From Maria Ho: Thank you Christa for a clear overview, very helpful.